Surfacing critical research to help solve today’s global challenges

Strengthen your interdisciplinary programs and regional studies with the Emerging Sources Citation Index™.

A multidisciplinary journal edition in the world’s most trusted citation index – the Web of Science Core Collection™.

The Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) covers over 8,100 journals spanning over 250 categories. Help researchers uncover regionally significant, but globally relevant, findings and explore more emerging, interdisciplinary topics in the Web of Science™.

8K+

journals presenting research across 250+ disciplines
Expansive monitoring across regions and subject areas

- Locate the novel discoveries from researchers working in the Global South and other regions.
- Uncover newly launched, niche, and open access journals publishing high-quality research and connect more social science and arts & humanities research to your discovery network.
- Track emerging trends as they develop and get alerts delivered to your inbox with the day’s newest findings from around the world.

Figure 1: Analysis shows that 25-50% of several regions’ Web of Science Core Collection papers from 2005 onward are contained in the Emerging Sources Citation Index. Ensure that your researchers locate more work from experts working in the Global South.

Science Citation Index Expanded™ (SCIE), Social Sciences Citation Index™ (SSCI), and Arts & Humanities Citation Index™ (AHCI) journal output of affiliated authors
Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) journal output of affiliated authors
Consistent, accurate, and complete indexing of citations, authors, affiliations, and subject categories ensures your analysis is free of gaps.

Emerging Sources Citation Index deepens subject area coverage across the Web of Science Core Collection and increases interdisciplinary connections by adding:

- 29% more Social Sciences coverage.
- 24% more Arts & Humanities coverage.

Confident discovery of rapidly growing journal content

Rely on a trustworthy, unbiased research foundation. Each journal indexed in ESCI has met the rigorous quality standards in our independent and thorough Web of Science editorial selection process.

Ensure you don’t miss a thing. Consistent, accurate, and complete indexing of citations, authors, affiliations, and subject categories each day results in high-quality, up-to-date data and certainty that your analysis of global trends is free of gaps.
Improved assessment of researchers, organizations, and journals

- Gain a fuller picture of institutional and researcher output with deeper publication and citation data from 2005 onward spanning the sciences, social sciences, arts, and humanities.
- Support increasing international collaboration with a discovery tool that helps you identify centers of excellence outside your region.
- Make better informed decisions about your manuscripts with the support of a wide array of journal metrics for ESCI titles, including the Journal Impact Factor™ (JIF).

**Figure 2: Capture more output from your early career researchers.**

Almost 60% of ESCI content is contained in the backfile, which will grow over time as the 5-year rolling frontfile moves each year.
Sustain your programs in a rapidly changing research landscape with the Emerging Sources Citation Index – your guide to a complex network of global research
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